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Flavour Anomalies – a history
●       in 2013,            deviation
●         in 2014,            deviation
●          in 2017,            deviation
●         in 2019,             deviation
●          in 2019,             deviation
●       (x2) in 2020,            deviation
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[1308.1707]

https://arxiv.org/abs/1308.1707
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[De Cian @ LHCP 2014]

https://indico.cern.ch/event/279518/contributions/634863/
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[1705.05802]

https://arxiv.org/abs/1705.05802
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[LHCb-PAPER-2019-009      
 supplementary material]

https://lhcbproject.web.cern.ch/lhcbproject/Publications/p/LHCb-PAPER-2019-009.html
https://lhcbproject.web.cern.ch/lhcbproject/Publications/p/LHCb-PAPER-2019-009.html
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[LHCb-PAPER-2019-040     
 supplementary material]

https://lhcbproject.web.cern.ch/lhcbproject/Publications/p/LHCb-PAPER-2019-040.html
https://lhcbproject.web.cern.ch/lhcbproject/Publications/p/LHCb-PAPER-2019-040.html
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[LHCb-PAPER-2019-040     
 supplementary material]

https://lhcbproject.web.cern.ch/lhcbproject/Publications/p/LHCb-PAPER-2019-040.html
https://lhcbproject.web.cern.ch/lhcbproject/Publications/p/LHCb-PAPER-2019-040.html
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[LHCb seminar - March 2020]

https://lhcb-public.web.cern.ch/Welcome.html#P5p2020
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[LHCb seminar - October 2020]

https://lhcb-public.web.cern.ch/Welcome.html#P5pBp
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[LHCb seminar - October 2020]

Note: not yet 
included in 
global fits

https://lhcb-public.web.cern.ch/Welcome.html#P5pBp
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Flavour Anomalies – a history
● Plus many more non “headline” observables
● All in                 decay modes
● We often talk about a coherent set of anomalies

– i.e. all the data points the same way

● Think about this in terms of a global fit
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                operators
● What operators can affect the                decay?
●  
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                operators
● What operators can affect the                decay?
●  
● (+                                             )

–                     from SMEFT
–                  from  
–                    from  

(see backup for more)
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Global fit

[1903.09578 (Apr 2020 addendum)]

https://arxiv.org/abs/1903.09578
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Flavour Anomalies – a history
●       in 2013,            deviation
●         in 2014,            deviation
●          in 2017,            deviation
●         in 2019,             deviation
●          in 2019,             deviation
●       (x2) in 2020,            deviation

Isn’t this a bad sign?
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New        
●       became (a little) less significant
● However, this actually improved the overall fit
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New        
[1903.09578 (Apr 2020 addendum)][1902.04900]

https://arxiv.org/abs/1903.09578
https://arxiv.org/abs/1902.04900
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NP scenarios

[1903.09578 (Apr 2020 addendum)]

https://arxiv.org/abs/1903.09578
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NP scenarios
●                        is quite appealing as this 

corresponds to an operator with LH quarks and 
LH muons

● Just what you might expect from some NP 
above the EW scale that is                 invariant
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Leptoquarks
● New particle carrying baryon and lepton number
● Interactions of the form 
● Can be either vectors or scalars
● Naturally arise in unified theories
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Leptoquarks for              
● Tree level 

contribution to the 
flavour anomalies

● Best fit indicates
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Scalar or vector?
● Massive vector states need to be embeded in a 

UV complete theory in order to be able to make 
predictions at loop level

● Adding a new massive scalar is “simpler”
– (see later for discussion of perturbative stability of 

scalar masses)
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Scalar leptoquarks
● Only one scalar leptoquark that gives 
●  

– Colour anti-triplet
–                triplet
– Hypercharge = 1/3
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      scalar leptoquark
●

● The lagrangian term relevant for flavour 
anomalies looks like 

● In particular, we need 
● But … 
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Problems with 
● With non-zero coupling to electrons, we induce 

LFV (e.g.                ), which are very tightly 
constrained

● Similar for tau couplings (e.g.                    )
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Problems with 
● There is also generically a diquark coupling that 

looks like 
● This induces proton decay
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Problems with 
● How to get the pattern of couplings:

–

–

–
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      charged under               
● Extend the gauge symmetry
●

●
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      charged under               
●

● Forces
–

–

● Also:                  is anomaly free
– No extra fermions needed
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      charged under               
● Other benefits:
●                  is anomaly free

– No extra fermions needed

● Enforces lepton flavour conservation
– All LFV constraints automatically satisfied
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Can we “see” this extra U(1)?
● Are there measurements we can make that can 

tell we have an extra gauge symmetry?
● A plain new U(1) => new massless gauge boson

– Ruled out by fifth force searches

● Break the U(1) using Higgs mechanism 
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Can we “see” this extra U(1)?
● Can we just make our new Higgs-like scalar (   ) 

and the new gauge boson (      ) very heavy?
● These new bosons don’t contribute to the 

“interesting” phenomenology, so maybe?
● Is a hierarchy like                                               

plausible?
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Scalar mass stability
● In the SM, there is the hierarchy “problem”
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Hierarchy problem
● Calculate the loop corrections to the Higgs mass 

with cutoff regularization
–

● If you think SM is valid up to Plank scale
●                                               enormous corrections
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Hierarchy problem
● But in the SM alone, there is no higher scale
● Higgs mass corrections are calcuable in dim-reg
●

● At the scale                (which is the largest scale in 
the SM), the mass corrections are ~ 13%
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Finite naturalness
● This idea was introduced in 1303.7244 [Farina, 
Pappadopulo, Strumia]

● Called finite naturalness
● Define                              as the measure of 

naturalness
●             is “natural” – SM has 

https://arxiv.org/abs/1303.7244
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Finite naturalness
● For a NP model, you can “bound” some of the 

parameters of your model by what size of      you 
think is acceptable.
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Finite naturalness for Higgs
● Get Higgs mass corrections from       in the loop

●                                                    => 
● How big is          ?
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Finite naturalness for Higgs
●           is generated by 

top and gauge boson 
loops

● Give opposite sign 
contributions
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Finite naturalness for Higgs
●                                                                 (from LQ-q-l)

●                                 (from EW)
● So for certain parameter values, and a light 

enough LQ, the Higgs mass correction is 
“natural”
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Finite naturalness for      
●

● So if we take       to be very small (and fix        , 
which is equivalent to large      ) these 
corrections are also under control
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What does this all mean?
● We can propose our model with the following 

hierarchy: 
● And make an argument that it is “natural”
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What does this all mean?
● Which gives us a LQ that:

– Couples only to muons
– Doesn’t induce proton decay term

● But the particles associated with the gauge 
symmetry can be hidden away at much higher 
mass scales
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Gauge decoupled
● The new gauge sector is decoupled from the 

SM+leptoquark
● We are left with a reduced parameter space:

–

●
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Flavour structure
● Our Lagrangian (                            ) couples to a 

simple linear combination of quark flavours
● This an example of linear flavour violation           

(1509.05020 [Gripaios, Nardecchia, Renner]) and 
rank-one flavour violation (1903.10954
[Gherardi,Marzocca,Nardecchia,Romanino])

https://arxiv.org/abs/1509.05020
https://arxiv.org/abs/1903.10954
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Flavour structure
● A plausible choice for the alignment of this 

vector in flavour space is the 3rd generation 
CKM matrix elements

●

● Come naturally out of partial compositeness 
framework, or a U(2) flavour symmetry for NP
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Phenomenology
● What do measurements say about our quark 

couplings?
● Observables:

–                 anomalies
–       mixing
– Direct searches at LHC
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Phenomenology
● What do measurements say about our quark 

couplings?
● Observables:

–                 anomalies
–       mixing
– Direct searches at LHC
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Phenomenology
● What do measurements say about our quark 

couplings?
● Observables:

–                 anomalies
–       mixing
– Direct searches at LHC
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Phenomenology
●                 anomalies:        range fixes                             

   

●       mixing:  

● Direct searches: 
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Summary
●       is a well known solution of the flavour 

anomaly problem
● Charging it under                       solves some 

conceptual problems
● It is possible to “hide” the new           at a high 

scale, in a natural way
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Extra
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Non-renormalisable proton decay
● Potentially there is an operator of the form

● which induces proton decay after     gets a vev
● Could forbid with guage charge of     , but leads 

to problems if you then want to generate 
neutrino masses in a minimal way
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[1909.12845] [1908.09732]

https://arxiv.org/abs/1909.12845
https://arxiv.org/abs/1908.09732
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[Grummer  
    @     
LHCP 2020]

https://indico.cern.ch/event/856696/contributions/3742162/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/856696/contributions/3742162/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/856696/contributions/3742162/
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[1702.05498]

https://arxiv.org/abs/1702.05498
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